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hen USO ended the
formal phase of its
"Education for a New Age" capital
campaign last fall, President Author
E. Hughes likened the celebration
to a commencement exercise, a
moment of transition, the closing of
one chapter of the university's
growth and the beginning of
another.

It also marked a time of transition
for U Magazine, which for the past
seven years has grown with the
university, helping you track its
progress, celebrate its triumphs and
mourn its losses. As the university
embarks on its march into a "new
age," its magazine owes it to you to
keep pace. You hold in your hands
the first, halting steps of that transition. To reflect the university's
growing stature and recognition
among Catholic universities and
private higher education in general,
U Magazine has become USD
Magazine. In its pages, you will find
some old favorites - from "Alcala
Almanac" to "Alumni Gallery" joining a broader mix of articles to
reflect the intellectual energy of
USO today.
The leaders of USO have set high
goals for the future of the university, and our goals for the magazine
fall nothing short of gargantuan.
We want to keep you informed
about USO, about the vision of its
leaders, and about the excitement of
learning being generated by its
faculty and students. We want to
give you food for thought, exploring issues that sometimes have no
easy resolutions. We want to entertain you, enlighten you, maybe
even inspire you. It's asking a lot
from a magazine and, like any goal
worth achieving, it won't be an easy
reach. Only you can tell us how
we're doing in the months to come.

Suzanne Johnson
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Curing What Ails Our
Health -Care System

I

By D ianne Ludlam

d

It's an election year, and high on
campaign agendas is the fate of the
troubled U.S. health-care system.
Despite the problems and proposed
solutions, USD experts say it 's up to
us to take charge of our health.
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More than 180 students from all
walks of life have applied for eight
spots available next fall in the Old
Globe Theatre I USD Master of Fine
Arts program. This year 's students
show why the 5-year-old degree
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plan is fast becoming a classic.
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SOUL PROVIDER
By Jacqueline Genovese
This August, Sister A licia Sarre,
R S C ], will celebrate her 50th
anniversary as a Professed Religious
of the Sacred Heart. It will also
mark a milestone in a life that took
her from a childhood surrounded by
violence to a JO-year career at the
University of San Diego. Now, in
retirement, she still can't slow down.
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REPUBLICS

Distinguished Law Professor
Bernard H. Siegan is leaving his
mark on the new republics emerging from the collapse of communism throughout Eastern Europe.
An expert on U.S. constitutional
law, he is helping these fledgling
republics frame the new constitutions around which their political,
legal and economic futures will be
built.
Last July, Bulgaria adopted a
constitution on which Siegan had
consulted, and another of his proposed documents is under consideration by the leaders of Armenia.
His comments on a proposed constitution for Ukraine are under
study in that country, and, in late
May, he will travel to Czechoslovakia to consult with Czech leaders
on their constitutional progress.

ment figures and legislators, as well
as the opposition," Siegan says. "I
told the Bulgarians, among other
things, that in rejecting tyranny,
they had salvaged and preserved
the rights to which they are
entitled as human beings.
They should now constitutionally
enshrine these rights forever."
On Dec. 13-16, Siegan joined a
number of other speakers, including President Bush and James
Buchanan, Nobel Prize laureate in
economic science, in unprecedented
meetings with leaders from 11
former Communist republics and
countries. Entitled "Prosperity and
the Rule of Law: A Conference on
Constitutions and Laws for Central
and Eastern Europe," the meetings
took place in Washington, D.C.,

and at the Virginia estate of James
Madison, father of the U.S.
Constitution.

As senior adviser to the National
Council to Support Democracy
Movements, a group dealing with
emerging republics, Siegan has
contributed a suggested model
constitution for distribution. He is
also a member of the Commission
of the Bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution established by
Congress. He has written a book,
Drafting a Con.1titutum for a Nation
or Repuhlic Emerging Into Freedom,
which will be published this
summer.

A faculty member at USD since
1973, Siegan had been working
with other countries for the past
five or six years. So when Bulgaria
asked the U.S . Chamber of Commerce for help in converting from a
communist to a capitalist system,
Siegan was part of the team of
experts sent on two trips to that
country. "I spoke to the prime
minister and many major govern-
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President Bush & Professor Bernard H. Siegan meet at December conference.
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MOCK
TRIAL
Student actors from the USD Alcala Leadership program played the roles of "accuser," "defendant," "witnesses" and "jury"
in a mock trial of a criminal case of date
rape, presented in the University Center
Forum on March 2.

SPOTLIGHTS

Students from the USD School of Law played the
"attorneys" for the prosecution and defense of the
"trial," which was held to draw attention to the problem of acquaintance rape prevalent on many college
campuses.

The project was organized by the Office of
Alcohol and Drug Education as well as
Campus Connections. The idea to stage
the mock date rape trial was borrowed
from Texas Christian University, where a
student jury held a similar trial in 1991.

The goal of the event was increased public awareness.
"We hope this mock date rape trial will get the message across that acquaintance rape is a real problem
with very serious consequences," says USD Dean of
Students Thomas Burke.

~------------------------------~

BUSINESS

INSTITUTE

OI-E~~
USO introduced Southern
California's first prof essional training center for
family-owned businesses
this January with the founding of the Family Business
Institute.
The institute was formed
lo help entrepreneurs overcome the range of difficulties-emotional as well as
financial-that can undermine
a family business.

"Research has shown that
most family businesses do
not last beyond the second
or third generation," says
Jackie Freiberg of the USO
Continuing Education
Department, one of the
inslilule's co-founders.
"We think we can improve
the outlook for these businesses by strengthening
their managerial skills and
by providing technical
assistance."
The institute presented its
inaugural program in a daylong seminar March 12. The
topic was "In Search of Solutions for Family Businesses:'

Chairman of the Board
In February, President Author E.
Hughes took on a leading national
role in Catholic education as chair
of the board of directors for the
Association of Catholic Colleges
and Universities. ACCU represents more than 200 regionally
accredited Catholic colleges and
univenities.
That same month, he completed
his term as chair of the board of the
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities.
The national organization represents about 850 private colleges and
universities on public policy issues
with the legislative, executive and
regulatory branches of the federal
government.
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USO MOURNS COLACHIS' DEATH

The University of San Diego community was saddened by the loss of
longtime board member James W.
Colachis, who died Jan. 6 after a
battle with cancer.

ests have extended from raw land
to medical and office buildings,
high-rise apartments, a regional
shopping center, varied commercial
projects and resort hotels.

Colachis was chairman and CEO of
The J.W. Colachis Co., a real estate
investment and management firm
maintaining extensive holdings in
California and Arizona. The firm
was founded in 1958, and its inter-

Colachis was also chairman of
JC Resorts Inc., which operates
the Rancho Bernardo Inn in
San Diego, the Surf and Sand
Hotel in Laguna Beach, the
Temecula Creek Inn in Temecula
and the Scripps Inn in La Jolla.
A member of the USO board since
1981, Colachis was also on the
national board of the Salk Institute,
the board of directors of the Scripps
Clinic of La Jolla and the board of

directors of the San Diego Opera
Association. He was a member of
the board of trustees of the Independent Colleges of Southern
California and a member of the
University of Southern California
Associates, Los Angeles. He graduated from USC in 1948 with a
bachelor's degree in engineering.
He is survived by his wife, Kathryn
Strope Colachis, a son, August R.
Colachis, a daughter, Belle Colachis
Reed, and six grandchildren.

--Ouinn JoinJ USD Boaro
Archbi<1hop John R. Quinn of San Francuco haJ joined the
leaderJhip of the UniverJihJ of San Diego aJ a member of it.J
Board of TruJteu.
The po<1ition mark.J a return to USD involvement for Quinn,
who WaJ the univerJihJ '.J firJt provoJt aJ well aJ a member of
itJ board in the late 196O.J. Quinn <1er11ed aJ the Jecond
Au.,'l:iliary Buhop in the San Diego diocue. Earlier San Diego
poJ/:d included Jerving aJ preJident of St. Fra,zcu College
Seminary and rector of Immaculate Heart Seminary School
of TheolofllJ·

---1
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The RiverJide, Calif., native waJ illJtalled aJ Buhop of
Oklahoma City and Tulia, Okla., in 1972, then aJ firJt
Archbuhop of Oklahoma City ill 19 73. He waJ i,utalled aJ
Archibuhop of San Frallci.lco oil April 26, 1977,following the
retiremellt of the il'/oJt. Rev. Jo<1eph T. McGuckell.
Archbuhop Quinn haJ Jerved aJ cbairmall of tbe Committee of
tbe Liturgy of tbe National Conference of Catholic Bi<1hop<1 and
aJ chairmall of tbe Committee Oil Family Life of the U.S.
Catholic Conferellce, cbairmall of tbe Bi.Jbop,1' Committee Oil
Pa<1toral ReJearcb alld PracticeJ, chairman of tbe Bubop,1'
Committee oil Doctrine, a member of the Buhop,1' Committee on
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USD
JOINS PIONEER
LEAGUE

"USD is compatible institutionally
with the membership in that we are
independent Division I institutions
and also in regard to the admissions
standards, financial aid policies and
the manner in which we conduct
our football program," says
USD Director of Athletics Tom
Iannacone. "The financial aid model
is nonscholarship, with aid based on
need. We are excited about this new
direction and for the future of our
program."

ith its new membership
in the fledgling Pioneer
•
Football League, the
University of San Diego is ending 30
years of independent status in
NCAA football. Pioneer League
participation will begin with the
1993 season. The decision to join the
new league resulted from the elimination of NCAA multidivision
classification and the lack of support
for proposed I-AAA legislation.
Current members of the Pioneer
Football League are Dayton, Butler,
Valparaiso, Evansville and Drake
universities.

The USD football program, coming
off a 7-3 year and its fifth straight
winning season under Head Coach
Brian Fogarty, will play its last
year as an NCAA Division III
independent during the upcoming
1992 season.

Seminarie.1, a,zd a member of the Po,ztifical Co111111iddion
(Seattle, 1987-88) and the Bidhopd' Conunitteefor Pro-Life
Activitie.1 (1989-prue,zt).
He wad appointed by Pope Paul VI ad a COlldtdtor to the Congregation for the Clergy i,z Rome in 19~1 a,zd ':d
.
.
repredentative to the Fourth Synod of Buhopd uz Vattca,z Ctty
in 1974, a,zd wad appointed hiJ Pope John Paul II ad
Pontifical Delegate for Religiotld in the United State.1 in 1983.
He ho[i)d honorary degreed from the Juuit School of TheologyBerkeleiJ, the Univer.1ihJ of San Francidco, Santa Clara
Uni11er.1ity and the Univer.1ihJ of Notre Dame.

Rec1urrecl:

Most history graduate students
study the past. Debbie Stetz is
living it.
Stetz belongs to the Friends of
Rhyolite, a historic preservation
group working to resurrect the
ghost mining town of Rhyolite, Nev.
Over the weekend of Jan. 18-19, the
group staged its first-ever Living
History Festival ta acquaint the
public with Rhyalite's golden past.
Established near the California
border in 1905, Rhyalite was
Nevada's second-largest city before
it went bust in the early 191 Os. In
its heyday, Rhyalite boasted a threestory bank building, a newspaper
(the Rhyalite Herald), a swimming
pool and a train depot that handled
thrBB railroad lines. Its best-known
landmark, saloon-keeper Tam
Kelley's ''Battle Hause," was made
from 50,000 mortar-filled beer and
liquor battles - and is still standing.
Stetz became acquainted with the
Friends of Rhyalite last summer
while working as a National Park
Service ranger at Death Valley
National Monument. Aside from
serving as the group's secretary,
she also conducts research an
descendants of Rhyalite, elderly
people who remember growing up in
the mining town.
"The mare I learn about Rhyalite,
the mare I respect the quality of life
its townspeople had," Stetz says. "I
guess part of the reason we want ta
keep the town alive is that we want
ta hold onto those values."
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HARASSMENT

USO Assistant Professor of Engineering Michael Morse set the pace
for a February "Walk on Water"
competition sponsored by the USD
Department of Electrical Engineering. Contestants were required to
design human-powered buoyancy
shoes and use them to cross the
surface of the Olympic-sized swimming pool in the USO Sports
Center. The purpose? "We want to
dispel the image of an engineer as
someone who walks around with a
pocket protector and a calculator,"
Morse says.

"Nearly twa al every three
women in the military report that
they have been sexually harassed, a figure which exceeds that al
the lederal government by mare
than 20 percent."
This finding helps introduce a
startling new study entitled "The
Ellect al Sexual Harassment an
Female Naval Officers," a USD
dactaral dissertation by retired
Navy Cmdr. Kay Krahne.
Krahne's research included extensive interviews with female
Navy officers wha reported being
sexually harassed. She laund
that, because al a cambinatian al
factors - among them, alcahal
abuse, a "macho" tradition, and
restricted jab assignments far
women - the Navy has made far
less progress in eradicating
sexual harassment than it has in
curbing drug abuse and racism.
Krahne, a farmer commanding
officer and executive officer, was
the first American woman selected far the Royal Navy Stall College in Greenwich, England. She
lives in Caranada.

a I uso

Professor Michael Morse

NORIEGA CIES FIR THE CRAND SLAM
USD senior tennis player Jase Luis Noriega will compete in the NCAA
Championships in May, hoping ta win the final leg al the Collegiate
Grand Slam.
Noriega captured the singles title at the 1992 Ralex National lndaar
Championship, held Feb. 6-9 in Minneapolis, Minn.
A three-time NCAA All-American, he ranked seventh in collegiate men's
singles and was seeded f aurth in the tournament. He knacked all
unseeded Rice University senior Steve Campbell, ranked 17th nationally,
in three sets, 6-3, 6-7 (5-7 tie breaker), 7-5.
It was Nariega's second Collegiate Grand Slam title,- he wan the National
Clay Court in 1989.
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Among the speakers visiting USD
in recent months:

Jesse L. Jackson Jr., president
of the "Keep Hope Alive" Political
Action Committee, addressed
"Campus Racism and Civil Rights"
as the keynote speaker at the USD
School of Law's weeklong
observance of the birthday of slain
civil rights leader Martin Luther
King Jr. The observance was
sponsored by the USD Black
American Law Students
Association and also featured
speakers Gordon A. Marlin,
justice of the Massachusetts Trial
Court; prominent civil rights
attorney Lloyd Tooks; Wes
Prall, recipient of the USD Law
School 1989 Distinguished Alumni
Award; Regina Petty, partner,
Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye; and civil
rights consultant Thomas
Gayton.
Claire Fagin, dean,Schoolof
Nursing, University of
Pennsylvania, spoke at the USD
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
on Feb. 11. Her topic was "Health
and the Public Purpose."

USD 'S Top :ae>
Undergraduate Majors

(1)
Business Administration

Growth in the 1990s" at the 10th
annual USD Corporate Associates
Recognition Luncheon, held March
12 in Hahn University Center.

(2)
Communication Studies

Former Argentinian political prisoner Alicia Parlnoy spoke on
"Latin American Women: Survivors
of Repression" on March 25 at
Hahn University Center. The event
was sponsored by the USD Social
Issues Committee in cooperation
with Amnesty International.

(3)
Accounting
(4)

Psychology

ARCO President and CEO

(5)
International Relations

Robert E. Wycoff spoke at the
USD Jan. 23 Corporate Associates
luncheon on "California's Economy:
Still the Golden State?"

(G)

U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor presented
the annual Nathaniel L. Nathanson
Lecture on April 9 at Shiley Theatre, speaking on the late Oliver
Wendell Holmes. O'Connor also
met earlier in the day with students
of the USD Law School.

Biology
(7)
Diversified Liberal Arts
(&)

Political Science
(&)

U.S. Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development Jack Kemp
discussed "Restoring Economic

English
(10)

Electrical Engineering
I

NOTE: Listings are based
on fall 1991 statistics.
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A merica's health-care system is
ailing. Finding a cure for the
bloated, inefficient, costly system
has become 1992's battle cry not
only for candidates on the campaign trail but for insurance companies, health-care providers and
consumers.

A grab-bag of proposals has been
offered, but no single proposal is
likely to provide the cure. Nor is it
likely a solution will be found
within the next few years. Any
reform must pass muster with
some of the most potent interest
groups in American politics doctors, hospitals and insurance
companies among them - all with a
vested interest to protect.

Yet the fact remains that the
United States already spends $738
billion a year on health care,
almost double the percentage
reported by other industrialized
nations. If a solution is not found
by the year 2030, the United States
can expect to direct more than a
quarter of the nation's total output
toward health.
At the same time, on key
indexes of quality, such as
longevity and infant mortality,
the United States often lags
behind other industrialized
nations, University of Pennsylvania Dean of Nursing
Claire Fagin told a USD
audience in February at the
fourth annual nursing lecture.
The American rate of infant
mortality, for instance, is inferior
to 15 other industrialized nations,
including Canada, Sweden, Japan,
France and Germany.

"In the area of infectious disease
we are experiencing a resurgence
of tuberculosis, measles, hepatitis
and venereal disease . The most
frustrating and frightening of all,
of course, is acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, AIDS," Fagin
says .
Also frustrating and frightening
are the number of Americans uninsured and unable to afford any
health care at all. The number, in
early 1992, stands at an estimated
37 million and growing.
The rising costs - financial and
ethical, both to employers and
consumers - finally have pushed
our health-care system into the
spotlight. Or, as USD Associate
Professor Miriam Rothman notes,
"Health-care reform has finally
become a national issue."

Medicine today is big business,
pure and simple. Rothman, a
human resources professor who
has written on cost-containment
in the health-care system, notes
that many people who, years ago,
might never have considered
entering the profession now are
working as health-care benefits
consultants, insurance salespeople, business owners, physicians
or other health-care providers.

"It runs the whole gamut," she
says. "It's as if the Zeitgeut spirit of the times - reflects
America's concern with health ."

"Everybody has an idea
of what will work but they can 't
agree on what 's the best plan for
taking care of the world. "
- Michael Weatherford

The average total cost of corporate health -benefit programs now
represents 45 percent of net earnings. And while Americans say
they are ready for a change, few
have shown a willingness to make
changes that affect them personally.
There are no real villains here, but
everyone from health-care
providers to insurance companies
to large corporations can assume
part of the responsibility for soaring administrative costs, billions of
dollars wasted on unnecessary care
and a medical profession battered
by gargantuan malpractice suits.

Michael Weatherford, assistant
director of hospital administration at Green Hospital of Scripps
Clinic, a 173-bed medical and surgical facility in La Jolla, says
everyone must share the blame.
"We as Americans want nothing
but the best and to be treated with
unlimited resources," he says. "I
think we can blame everyone
involved. Pharmacy and
technology <;ompanies sell their
products to hospitals by
creating a never-ending source
of perceived need in the eyes of
physicians. The government,
employers and insurance
companies have not developed
a comprehensive and cohesive
plan to fund the health-care
expectations of the patients.
Patients don't really understand their insurance policies and
the coverage limitations. Hospitals
have been short-sighted in expansion plans, resulting in e1".-pensive
overcapacity . 11

0£

the 37 million Americans
who have no access to health
care, more than 9 million are
children. For Richard Peterson,
M.Ed. '76, M. S.N. '82, assistant
director of nursing at Green
Hospital, a major goal of healthcare reform is to make sure that
some type of coverage is provided
to those the system has excluded.

In our weakened U.S. economy,
more Americans are finding themselves unemployed and unable to

afford health insurance or forced
to accept low-paying jobs that do
not provide health-insurance
benefits. Rothman says employers have found benefit packages
to be good recruitment tools, but
in a time where jobs are at a premium, more employees are finding
that employer-paid health-insurance premiums are not, contrary
to belief, a God-given right.
Unnecessary hospitalizations have
also contributed to the rising cost
of health care. Forty percent of
hospitalizations are probably
unnecessary, according to a study
published recently by The Rand
Corp. The research reported that
23 percent of the 1,132 adult hospital admissions in the study were
for treatments that could have
been provided in a doctor's office
or clinical lab, or at an outpatient
X-ray facility. Another ] 7 percent
of the admissions were for surgical
procedures that could have been
performed as outpatient surgery.

In a paper for The Journal of
Bu.Jine.Jd and P.Jycholo!J1J,
Rothman cited a recent study of
almost 400 heart bypass operations performed in California. The
researchers concluded that, on
average, only 56 percent of the
operations were clearly appropriate, 30 percent were characterized as "equivocal," and the
remaining 14 percent were deemed
inappropriate. Another study
estimated that half of the 100,000
nonemergency heart bypass operations performed in the United
States every year could be
avoided-and more than $1 billion
saved-if patients sought a second
op1n1on.
But doctors who have been

accused of performing too much
surgery and overusing technology
argue that they are only protecting
themselves from a population who
thinks the answer to every problem
is a lawsuit. Experts say caps are
needed on malpractice awards,
making malpractice suits less
appealing, causing the price of
malpractice insurance to drop and
eventually eliminating some of the
excesses in health-care practice.

Americans might not complain as
loudly about the price tag of health
care if the system was working.
But experts say finding a cure for

~
USD School of Nursing, says the
whole impetus of the movement is
to keep costs down. She predicts
that the successful plan will likely
be some type of e"-'Panded, managed care such as that offered by
health maintenance or preferred
provider organizations.
Those who advocate a big-gun

"They value it.
They talk about it, but they will not put out
the money to pay for it..~'
- Rosemary Goodyear

America's health-care ills is going
to be a long process involving
lifting various points from the
medical bag of proposals already
out there and still to come. No one
really knows what the final answer
'\,ViJ) be.
"Everybody has a idea of what
will work, but they can't agree on
what's the best plan for taking
care of the world," hospital
administrator Weatherford says.
Janet A. Rodgers, dean of the

approach say the solution is a
national health plan making government the controlling operator of
the system.
Others favor overhauling the present system in the hope of making
market competition work better.
But any form of national health
insurance implies higher ta.-xes,
more bureaucracy and big tradeoffs
for the consumer, such as en forced
delays and rationed medical care.

would bring care to schools and
workplaces, where families would
have easy access to education,
counseling services and basic preventive care.

Critics say Americans, who
demand immediate access to
health services, state-of-the-art
technology and limited price,
won't tolerate that.
The Bush administration plan,
revealed in the president's State of
the Union address Jan. 28, is based
on reform of the insurance market,
changes in malpractice law, tax
credits or deductions and vouchers
to help families purchase private
insurance. It also places funding
caps on federal contributions to
state Medicaid funds, which the
plan's backers say would encourage
states to establish managed-care
Medicaid programs. Tax credits up
to $3,750 a year for low-income
families and deductions for the
middle class would help many of
the uninsured buy basic health
insurance.
The Democrats' proposal, called
"Health America," is being severely
criticized by the Bush administration as too costly. It guarantees
coverage to all Americans, either
through their employers or
through an expanded Medicaid
system, called Americare. Americare would be funded through
payroll taxes and direct purchases
of insurance.
The Democratic front-runner,
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton, has
chosen a "play-or-pay" approach to
reform. Like managed care or
health maintenance organizations,
play-or-pay is an attempt to reform

the current system. In essence, it
means requiring employers to provide health coverage for their
workers or pay taxes toward a
government-run insurance plan.
Former California Gov. Jerry
Brown endorses a variation on
national health insurance that is
known as the Canadian plan . In
Canada, the government provides
health insurance for all, and costs
are controlled in part by setting
doctors' fees through negotiations
with medical associations. As a
result, Canada spends less than the
United States on health care about 9 percent of the gross national product instead of 13 percent.
Politicians aren't the only ones getting into the act. Nurses, the country's largest group of health-care
providers, developed a national
health proposal after a special session of the Nursing Tri-Council
two years ago. The Tri-Council, a
coalition of four major nursing
organizations, is regarded on Capitol Hill as the "voice of nursing" on
policy issues.

Nur.1ing',1 Agenda for Health Care
Reform has been endorsed by many
nursing and health-care organizations, with memberships totaling
almost 1 million, Fagin says. The
plan stresses access, cost containment and improved quality. It

"The nurses' plan uses a play-orpay approach and establishes a
public program (essentially a state
insurance program) that small
businesses, the uninsured and individuals could buy into," Fagin says.
Fagin and Rodgers advocate the
use of nurse practitioners to provide care to everyone from infants
to elders to pregnant women to
working parents. Rodgers says
nurses can provide that care more
cost-effectively than physicians,
with no sacrifice in the quality of
care delivered. The plan calls for
nurses to be reimbursed just as
physicians, except at a lower rate.
Nurse practitioners, specially
trained graduate-level nurses, are
able to diagnose and prescribe nonnarcotic medications. They are not
allowed to admit patients to
hospitals.
Rosemary Goodyear, associate professor of nursing at USD and a
nurse practitioner since the early
1970s, opened her own private
practice in 1990 in Bonsall, a north
San Diego County community
composed mostly of wealthy grove
owners and horse ranchers, wellto-do retirees, bedroom commuters
and migrant workers.
Goodyear's practice is a microcosm
of the problems that plague the

health-care system - patients who
want all the treatment she can
provide, but aren't willing to pay
for her time; community members
willing to come to her when they
are sick but unwilling to attend
free educational programs aimed at
keeping them well; and a reimbursement system so low that she
can't afford to treat Medi Cal
patients because she can't see the
volume of patients it would take
for her to recoup her operating
costs.
Goodyear views her private practice as a learning process and a way
of proving that nurses can make it
on their own - as employers, not
employees.
But the learning process has its
problems. "The public will not pay
for health maintenance," she says.
"They value it. They talk about it,
but they will not put out the money
to pay for it. It is a symptom of our
society. As long as the employer
was paying for everything it was
used and abused, but people are
not willing to take on the responsibility for their own health care."
Goodyear also must try to balance
her income with the cost of running her private practice, an especially difficult task when people
are willing to listen to her advice
about preventive medicine but
aren't willing to pay for it.

"If you could see what it is costing
me to operate this practice - the
cost of malpractice insurance,
workers' compensation, just the
cost of having an employee - you
would think it is absurd. Things
have to change."

One way things are going to
change is with students like Judy
Rich, who will complete her master's degree in nursing administration at USD in May. Rich, who was
recently at Goodyear's office to
study the business aspect of the
practice, is one of a growing
number of students who recognize
nursing as a business. She has
combined nursing with business
courses in her degree program.
Still, insurance packages often
stress treating illness rather than
maintaining good health, Peterson
says. "Why aren't we using our
money to prevent, as well as treat?
My own insurance will cover a
costly liver transplant at Green

Hospital, but it won 't cover the
cost of an annual physical for a
well person."
D espite all the proposals, it is the
consumer - not the physicians,
insurance companies or even the
Republicans or Democrats - who
holds the most power, Rodgers
says. Though people often are
afraid to question their physicians
about why certain tests were
ordered or how much a procedure
will cost, as consumers they ultimately will be the ones deciding
how much they need and how
much they are willing to pay.

"Alot of American
workers have ootten
used to the idea
that health care is
owed to them - that it is
arioht of the
American people.
But is it the
responsibility
of the employer,
or is it
society's

"Americans want to get the best
possible care available," Rodgers

- Miriam Rothman

because many military spouses
don't need additional health insurance coverage, Peterson says.

says. "But if it's explained to them
what this test is likely to tell you
and what the odds are for certain
procedures, they can make the
most informed, intelligent
decisions." Rothman agrees that
the ultimate responsibility for
controlling health-care costs will
eventually come down to a
question of the individual taking
responsibility for his or her health
care.

In her 1991 paper, Rothman wrote
that employees can be educated to
question their doctors more, challenge unneeded care, ask for
generic drugs or samples, avoid
scheduling hospitalizations over
the weekend, request admissions
the morning of surgery rather than
a night or two before, schedule
tests before 7 p.m. and seek tests
on an outpatient basis -all as a
means of controlling costs.
Businesses are beginning to use
such cost-cutting measures as
offering cafeteria plans of insurance. Cafeteria plans, where the
employees have an option on what
to purchase and can get money
back if a plan is not needed, are
especially popular in San Diego

Hospitals are cost-cutting as well.
At Green Hospital, one of the costcontrolling measures is a system
fine-tuned by Peterson that regulates the number of nurses on duty
according to the patient census and
the amount of care required. The
information is reviewed almost
hourly and nurses are sent home if
they are not needed, Peterson
says.
But the ultimate cost-cutter,
experts say, is an informed American public. An informed consumer can help reduce the more
intrusive excesses of the system.
Patients must be advised about the
usual outcome of the procedure or
medications, recommended
alternatives and the differences
among possible inten,entions, as
well as the experiences and success
level of the health provider.
The trend toward preventive
medicine is going to continue.
There will be continued growth in
the number of nurses in corporations and schools.
"It won't be a nurse like we had
when I was in school who could
give you a cup of tea and a BandAid," Peterson says. "It will be a
nurse that goes out and teaches
kids about sexual responsibility,
looks in their ears, checks for
hearing and vision problems."

In the meantime, Fagin asks the
tough questions: "Is the nation
ready to make any changes in its
chaotic system? " ' ill consumers at
large begin to demand changes?
Will our infant mortality rate
begin to motivate a large segment
of Americans to action? Will the

embarrassment of our uninsured
begin to be felt by the American
public, or will increased cost to
provide universal care be rejected
by Middle America?"
The answers to those questions
"vill determine the success - or
lack of success - any proposed
health-care reform might have.
Without the kind of "moral
outrage" those questions project,
Fagin says, Americans will never
vote for a plan that will cost them
more money, particularly one that
stresses health maintenance over
an easy cure.
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Studentd might enter
the O[i) Globe Theatre I USD
Ma.1ter of Fine Art.1
program ad Green Beret.I,
doctord or lifeguardd,
but after two year.1 they
all emerge ad actor.1
well-trained in
the cla~uic.1.

By Patti Te.1terman

t's half past nine on Tuesday morning during
Spring Break. Plenty of parking spaces line campus lots; janitors' carts full of brooms and spray
bottles stand in dark corridors outside classrooms.
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But for gTaduate student Demetrio Cuzzocrea, 27, and
his seven classmates, it is the first day of another sixday week. Cuzzocrea has nine or 10 hours of classwork
and private instruction ahead of him today. Not every
week has been like this since school started in September - when he is in rehearsal or performing, the hours
are even longer.
Cuzzocrea and the others in Room 101, Sacred Heart
Hall, are at the halfway point in their ballet class. All
but one stands in the center of the mirrored room, each
with a leg poised atop the ballet barre. Classmate Dan
Gunther sits on the sidelines, recovering from shoulder
surgery he elected to have during this "slow" period in
the schedule.
Tall and graceful, his sand-colored hair gathered into a
ponytail, Cuzzocrea could almost pass for a dancer. He
is of Italian/American descent, with fine, classic facial
features and a strong nose. He's not as good as Courtney Jo Watson, who arches her upper body away from
the barre with practiced grace. Then again, he's not
having as much trouble as Michael Nichols, whose NBAsized foot is being gently pulled down into a point by
instructor Debbie Lenz.

Uneven in ability, the students appear to be equal in
effort and concentration. For although they are not
necessarily dancers, ballet is a necessary part of their
training as first-year students in the Old Globe Theatre/USO Master of Fine Arts degree program.
This two-year program leading to an MFA in dramatic arts requires total immersion in a life of classes, private instruction and theatrical production.

1
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The program is now in its fifth year. Craig Noel, longtime artistic director and now executive director at the
Old Globe Theatre, came up with the idea for an MFA
program because the actors he auditioned, even
graduates of MFA programs elsewhere, didn't have the
skills for classical theater. USD Provost Sister Sally
Furay, then a member of the Old Globe's board,
provided the link to USD, and a program was developed with the univ ersity's English department.
"We wanted to do this in conjunction with a university
because a lot of actors don't have a history of the arts,
or political science - they don't know enough about the
world," Noel says. "And theater is so self-consuming, all
consuming, once you're in it ."
ichard Easton is the program's full-time actor/
mentor. Well known to Old Globe patrons for his
many roles in Shakespeare, he also has played at
the Royal Shakespeare Theatre - Stratford,
Ontario, and Stratford, Ct; in theater productions
world-wide; and, recently, in the films "Henry V" and
"Dead Again."
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Throughout the morning in Sacred Heart Hall , students mention Easton's name again and again. He is an
inspirational genius, they say, as well as a friend.
Easton says the key to the success of the MFA program
is its ties to the Old Globe, that this is perhaps one of
the only ways to e:,...-perience the type of apprenticeship
that used to be gained in summer stock, for example.
The Old Globe/USD program is one of only a handful
in the country jointly operated by a theater and a
university.
So by the time the spring semester is over, the students
in Room 101 will be memorizing lines for roles they will
take this summer in various Old Globe productions. At
the same time, they will understudy other actors at the
theater throughout the Globe's summer and fall seasons .
The students have already worked together in two campus productions, '"11/acBeth, directed by Craig Noel, and
The Recruiting Officer, directed by Nicholas Martin.
Later this spring, the MFA students will remount
i11acBeth in Palm Desert for students in the Coachella
Valley.

"The important thing for me was getting on the boards
of a real working theater, " Cuzzocrea says during a
break between ballet and v oice and speech class. He got
into acting on a lark, going along with a fellow lifeguard
to an audition while attending the University of Virginia. A film director saw his audition and encouraged
him to try out for a National Geographic film. Next
semester, he appeared in three shows on the main stage
at UVA.
"The bug bit pretty hard," he says. "I suddenly felt creative and free." After gTaduation, Cuzzocrea went to
New York City. He was a success by New York standards, w hich meant he got a lot of call-backs, and his
name was known
around town. He
studied with Sanford
Meisner at The
Neighborhood
Playhouse, and
appeared in some
off-Broadway plays.
One of Cuzzocrea's
fellow cast members
in one of those plays,
Tartuffe, was Amy
Beth Cohn, who was
accepted into the Old Globe/USD program a short time
later. The next year, Cuzzocrea applied for and was
accepted into the program himself.
Not that it's easy to receive an MFA scholarship.
Some 180 people have applied for eight places in next
year's class. David Hay, a member of the English
faculty and director of the MFA progTam, and Richard
Easton recently completed an audition tour that took
them to New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and
Dallas - as well as Los Angeles and San Diego.
Local students in the program have included San
Diegan Triney Sandoval, who earned his MFA last
year, and Angie Fernandez, currently a second-year
student.
n Cuzzocrea's class, everyone is from someplace
else, and some have drastically altered course to
be here. Dan Gunther, who recalls attending the
Old Globe when he was 7 years old, spent the last nine
years earning his M.D. at the University of California,
San Francisco, then decided to give himself a year's
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deferment to try acting. He says he can't imagine going
back to medicine now.
David Seitz is a 33-year-old former social worker from
Milwaukee. And Michael Nichols used to be a Green
Beret.
Like family members taking their usual places at dinner, the students file into Room 104, a darkened
rehearsal hall, and sit around a table between the stage
and rows of seats.
Kate Burke, voice and speech coach, asks the students
to read from prepared notes on the poem AN Poetica.
Line by line they describe the poem, using the jargon of
a method for speaking in "universal" English, that dear,
dialect-free manner of speaking that seems to come
naturally to stage actors.
It apparently does not come all that naturally, even
after months of study, because everyone seems deadly
intent on the notes before them.
Steven Zubkoff, who once played football at Dartmouth,
is concentrating so fiercely that even when he asks a
question, his eyes don't leave the page in front of him.
He snaps impatiently when someone makes an irrelevant comment. Even Joanne Zipay, with nine years of
prior acting experience, hesitates here and there.
Finally, the analysis ends, and following some vocal
exercises, Jennifer Stratman is called on to read a
sonnet. Raised in South Africa and Australia, Stratman
has a beautiful accent, and when she recites the first
lines of a sonnet in her dear voice, the dark room
becomes a theater. One by one, as each voice fills the
room in turn, they are no longer students, but actors.
Cuzzocrea reads S01t1tet 127. \Vhen he finishes, there are
soft sounds of approval from some of the others. Kate
Burke comments, "Beautiful. The voice as it was
meant to be."
" " hen it's time to break for lunch, the sunlight in
the courtyard is welcome relief. Everyone, including some second-year students, gathers here to eat
and talk.\Vhy is this kind of rigorous classical training
so important?
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Stratman talks about theater in Europe, where she
studied for four years.
"I would compare it to a performance of A ChoruJ Li1te
here-you see that incredible energy on stage. But in
Europe, you see that energy in Shakespeare," she says.
Cuzzocrea says there is real concern that not enough is
being done to keep classical theater alive. None of these
students expects to make a living solely on the stage commercial work is a fact of life.

Craig Noel has said that he is "extraordinarily pleased"
with the results of the program so far. "Especially when
I go see the kids on stage, with the bravery of just being
able to go on," he says. "They are not always ideally
cast, sometimes playing roles much older than
themselves." He also says the students get to see the
kind of commitment it takes to be an actor, to witness
actors' work habits and ethics.
The students see similarities between San Diego's
response in rebuilding the Old Globe when it burned
down years ago, and the community's "villingness to
keep the theater alive through the Old Globe/USD
MFA program.
It 1·equires a $350,000 endowment for each MFA fellowship. The annual interest earnings from the investment permanently assure enrollment and support of
future MFA students.
Each student is here on a full scholarship, plus a small
stipend to help cover living expenses. Long hours and
erratic rehearsal schedules, especially during the second
year, make it impossible for students to take even parttime jobs. So they rely on loans, savings or family help
for support.
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onversation stops when Richard Easton appears
across the courtyard. He is a lean figure, wearing
an elegantly slouchy blue jacket. He walks slowly,
probably tired from the audition trip. But as he comes
nearer, his face says he has truly missed these people.
His smile is remarkable.
Fond greetings, hugs and handshakes are exchanged all
around before the class returns to Room l 04 for acting
class.
\Vhen Easton suggests the reading of sonnets, the students quickly glance at one another. No one wants to
say that they just read sonnets an hour ago.

One by one, they select sonnets by Shakespeare.
Joanne Zipay chooses Sonnet 116, "Let me not to the
marriage of true minds admit impediments ... " Easton
encourages her. "Don't be shy, even if you just Jay this,
it's beautiful." "Love ii not Love ... " she recites boldly,
emphasizing every word. It is exciting, but almost
embarrassing for her. "You have to be brave," she says,
shaking her head. "It's pure courage, simple bravery,"
Easton says with a flourish of encouragement. Zipay
recites again, and receives a round of applause, as well
as that infectious Easton smile.
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fter a break, the class will take part in a reading of

King Lear. Outside, the March wind is blowing
cold gusts of air around the courtyard.

Amy Beth Cohn and Angie Fernandez, second-year students who recently understudied each other's roles in

The Flying Doctor and The School for Hu.1bano.1 at the Old
Globe, pull their collars up and talk about nearing the
end of the program.
They discuss the sometimes grueling rehearsal schedule
at the Old Globe, of being on call for every performance
in which they understudy another actress, about going
months without two days off in a row.
But then they recall the privilege of working with Hal
Holbrook in The Jllerchant of Venice, and Kathy McGrath
in Uncommon Women eJ Other.I; the opportunity to work
with great actors, to watch what they do.
In the past year, all the MFA second-year students
have performed in schools throughout San Diego as
part of the Old Globe's Playguides program.
What they will give back to the theater in years to come
remains to be seen, but Fernandez says that with her
MFA experience, she feels "a responsibility to be an
ambassador for the theater, wherever I go."
Meanwhile, Cuzzocrea and his first-year classmates are
back in Room 101, where they started at 9 a.m . Michael

Donald & Darlene Shiley

IIe i.1 a gifteo inventor celebrateo
for hi.1 quiet geniu.1. She i.1 a gifteo
actre.1.1, celebrateo for her irrepre.1.1ible wit, who u a USD tru.1tee ano the
fir.1t woman to heao the boaro'.!
Univer.JihJ Relatio11.1 Committee.
Together, Donato a,w Darlene Shile:tJ
up.1tageo the Baro ano brought OOW/l
the h0tue Nov. 12 ad the Camino
Theatre took on a new ioentity i11.
their ho11.or.

Frederick, a leading e"-.--pert in the F.M. Alexander
Technique, is helping the class learn this method of
movement awareness that is taught throughout drama
schools in Europe, at the J uilliard School, and to
military fighter pilots.
It is late afternoon, and Cuzzocrea steps into the courtyard. If he is tired, he doesn't show it - fortunate,
because he still has a private Alexander lesson and a
session with singing coach Richard Jennings at 5:45.
Grace of movement, good looks, endurance, dedication:
does he have everything it takes to be a dramatic actor?
Cuzzocrea answers this one last question about himself
matter-of-factly. "I can sing," he says.

Patti Te.1terma11 i.1 a Sa n Diego-ha.Jed f ree-lance writer.

The Camillo Wad rechruteneo Shiley
Theatre ouring the event, helo ad part
of the "Eoucatio11. for a New Age"
campaig11.. The 11.ame change ho,wr.1
the Shile:ip for their .1upport of the Olo
Globe Theatre/USD !11adter of Fi11.e
Aru program ano their commitme11.t
to unoergraouate theater pe1for1nance.
Two new MFA program fellow.1hip.1,
the Craig Noel i11adter of Fine Art.1
Fellow.1hip a11.o the Darlene V. Shiley
J!ladter of FineArt.1 Fellow.1hip, have
been maoe po.1.1ihle hy the Do11.auJ a11.o
Darle11.e Shiley Enoow111e11.t for
Theatre Art.1, part of the Shiley.1' $1
million capital campaign gift.
111. keeping with the Shiley.I' emphadi.J
on the oramatic art.1, the Nov. 12
celebratio11. wad a .111wrga.1boro of
pe1formance.1. Moliere, Shake.1peare,
a renow11.eo proouce,; USD officiali
ano .1tuoent actor.I all took a turn in
the .1potlight.
But the .1tar.1 of the eve11.t were the

Shiley.1 them.1elve.1 ad, throughout the
evening, Longtime Shile:iJ f,·ieno.1 ano
f and entertai11.eo the au2ie11.ce with
per.101w.L tribute.I - Jonie play/ul
dome llOJtalgic a/lO all heartfelt.
Si.1ter Sally Furay, RSCJ, vice
predtde11.t a,w provo.Jt, recalleo /011.oly
how .1he m et Darlene Shiley, "a
kinoreo Joul, ,, when they both derveo
Oil the Olo Globe boaro of oirector.1.
Suter Furay aldo oe.1cribeo a "rare
all.0 jadcitza.ting" COtll'erJation with
Do,w.Lo Shile:tJ about hu Lanonw.rk
.1cie11.tific re.Jearch.
"One of the nw.1t oelightful thi11g.1
about the Shile:iJd id how prouo each of
them i.1 i11. the other'd creative
accompli.1h11ie11.td, "daio Si.1ter Furay.
"USD u very prouo of them both a110
very gratef,tlfor theirfrieno.1hip ano
their Leaoer.1hip."
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with people
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ister Alicia Sarre, RSCJ, makes a confession of
sorts as she walks into San Diego's downtown
Metropolitan Correctional Center.

"When I was a little girl growing up in Mexico, I
wanted to be a martyr," she says. "But then I went to the
dentist, and right then I changed my mind. That was
enough pain ."
The 75-year-old nun laughs as she enters the prison
through a series of heavy doors and screening
devices. "I come every week, but still I go through
this process," she whispers, rolling her eyes as a
burly guard stamps her hand.
Dressed in a traditional black habit and walking
with a s pring in her step that belies her years,
Sister Sarre walks fearlessly into a s moky room
housing some 100 inmates, many of them illegal
aliens from Mexico.
11

"These men are criminals, she says, shaking her
head. "But they look like s uch nice boys, don't
they?" She waits quietly, hands folded, as some of
the men get up and offer her their table. With a
smile and a nod, she sits at the table and beckons.
First two, then three, and finally seven men join
her at the table. Hands clasped, heads bowed, they
begin to pray the rosary in Spanish. Between prayers, the
tiny nun asks the men question s about sin, forgiveness and
el i,ifierno-hell.

By J acqueli1te Ge1tove.1e

When she rises to leave, the men form a circle around her,
standing at a respectful distance. One man with a battered,
bruised face asks her to please bring him a prayer from
Tijuana: Quince ll1inuto.1 en Compania iJe J e.1[1..1 SacramentaiJo,
Fifteen Minutes in the Company of Jesus in the Blessed
Sacrament. Two other men tell her they haven't received
the sacraments of Holy Communion or Reconciliation.

Barely out the prison door, Sister Sarre is making plans.
''I'll have to talk to Chaplain Crespo (the prison chaplain)
about preparing those men for their sacraments."
She concludes with a wry smile. "After all, now is as good a
time as any for them. vVhen else are they going to have all
this time to study?"

er

his August, Sister Alicia Sarre will celebrate
her 50th anniversary as a Professed Religious
of the Sacred Heart. It will also mark a milestone in a life that took her from a chilclJ1ood
surrounded by violence to a 30-year career at
the University of San Diego to "retirement," where she
works virtually seven days a week for the Diocese of San
Diego as assistant director for Hispanic adult faith
formation.
Throughout, she has been characterized by a tenacity that
some would call sheer stubbornness, a humility that inspires
others to do their best, and a courage that defies the odds.
She gained that courage the hard way, for fear was a frequent companion during her childhood in late 1920s
Mexico. It was a time when Catholic nuns and priests faced
persecution from the Mexican government.

"Priests were being killed just because they were Catholic.
And my school, which was run by the Religious of the
Sacred Heart, was closed down. The nuns had to leave the
cou_ntry."
Among those nuns was her older sister, Dolores. "Dolores
went to the United States in 1926 when she was 25. She
went to where it was safe," Sister Sarre says softly.
The Sarre household became a sanctuary where priests
could safely celebrate Mass. "vVe kept the Blessed Sacrament at our house. My father's family was French, and I
guess my parents thought the worst thing that could happen
to us if we were caught was that we ·would be sent back to
France."
Her parents' faith-and their bravery-impressed young
Alicia. "I learned that the most important thing is to do
God's will because, without that, nothing else matters," she
says.
The l l th of 12 children, Alicia simply was expected to
become a nun. "My family thought that since I looked like
Dolores, I was going to be a nun, too," she says, shaking her
head. "I used to get angry and tell them, 'That's none of
your business; that's between God and me."'
\Vhen she did decide to become a nun, Alicia joined her
sister Dolores at Barat College in Lake Forest, Ill., where
new challenges awaited.
"I didn't speak a word of Eng·lish," she says. "I knew
French and Spanish, but that didn't do me any good here,

especially not in freshman chemistry."
She learned English quickly and overcame any problems
in understanding her English texts by memorizing them.
She earned a master's in French at Marquette University
and a doctorate in romance languages at Stanford.
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twas after Stanford, in 1952, that Sister Sarre was
called to San Diego to be the secretary for College
for Women Co-founder Mother Rosalie Hill,
RSCJ.

"Mother Hill inspired me," she says. "She was very holy,
capable woman. She was never impatient. She believed
that if you were impatient, you were telling Jesus that you
didn't want to suffer."

Sister Sarre also took on the role of Professor Sarre,
teaching romance languages first to the students of the
College for Women and, later, the University of San
Diego. By all accounts, her influence as professor and
adviser ·was profound.
"Alicia created and fostered the Spanish major," says USD
Provost Sister Sally Furay, RSCJ. "Her contributions to
the university and her students are immeasurable."
A self-described "longi:ime admirer" of Sister Sarre, Sister
Furay says her colleague's spirituality and generosity have
greatly influenced the students she has taught.
"She always had time for her students. She was always
more interested in them succeeding than they were, and
that motivated them to succeed themselves," Sister Furay
says. "I've had dozens of students tell me what a great lady
she is."
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n 1981, the mandatory retirement age was 65.
Sister Sarre had no choice but to leave USDreluctantly. "Stopping my teaching at USD was
the hardest thing I ever had to do," she says. "I
watched the school grow up from the very beginning. \Ve
were all like family."
But Sister Furry says it would have been a terrible loss
for the diocese if Sistel· Sarre had stayed. "Do you know
what Alicia did when she knew she was going to retire?"
she asks, leaning forward at her desk. "She went to Texas
and studied toward a master's degree in religious education. Age 65, and she undertook another master's!
"No"" she has put a stamp on a lot of people in her work
in Hispanic Evangelization. Those people love her for the

same reason her students love her."
In her work for the diocese, Sister Sarre travels to some
eight parishes, conducting Bible studies and forming
small faith communities for the Spanish-speaking
parishioners.
"The faith communities are working out beautifully," she
says. "It is nice for people to have friends they can talk
to about spiritual things. Most people can't go into work
and ask the people at the office, 'Did you get a chance to
pray today?'"
One day last year, Sister Sarre got a call from Chaplain
Crespo at the correctional facility, wondering if there
was anyone who could pray the rosary in Spanish with
the men at the prison. She volunteered herself, and the
weekly visits quickly became part of her regular routine.
"Sister is a prime example of what commitment and
perseverance are all about," Chaplain Crespo says .
"These men have a deep respect for her - in a way, she is
a mother figure to them . She is pointing the way for
them with her gentleness and love. She doesn't forget,
and that makes them feel important. It means a lot to the
men. "
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haplain Crespo's admiration for the "little
nun" grew when he learned that she rode
the bus to the prison. "She comes every
week, no matter what the weather, and
she rides the bus," he says in disbelief. "Incredible."
Indeed, the bus is Sister Sarre's sole means of transportation. She takes it everywhere her job takes herRamona, Southeast San Diego, Mira Mesa, North Park
and downtown. (That's not to say she doesn't enjoy a car
ride once in a while. "There's a part missing from the
Bible," she says, eyes twinkling. "That's the part that
says people who give rides will go to heaven.")
·with her diminutive stature and black habit, she is a
subject of curiosity and conversation among her fellow
passengers. "In my habit, I am everybody's sister," she
laughs. "People come up to me all the time-on the
buses, at the stops-and talk to me about their lives,
their problems. People feel comfortable telling me things
they can't tell anyone else."
Not only does she serve as a friend, confidant and coun selor to passengers; sometimes, she is looked to for news.
"%en Mother Teresa was in the hospital in La Jolla,
people stopped me a lot and asked how she was doing. I
guess when people saw my habit, they thought I talked
to her or had a daily report," she laughs.

Riding on the bus isn't always a pleasant experience,
however. Last year, Sister Sarre was attacked by a man
while waiting for a bus on Midway Drive. Instead of
relinquishing her purse, the determined nun bit her
attacker's hand and refused to budge. A passerby saw the
attack and grabbed her assailant.
Did that experience stop her from taking the bus? "Of
course not!" she says, eyebrows raised. "How else am I
going to get around?"
Kathy Lamb '71, worries about her former teacher. "I think
about her all the time, and I worry about her taking the bus
everywhere," she says. "But Sister's love of God has made
her totally without fear ."
Others might attribute it to her renowned single-mindedness. She simply isn't going to let what might happen keep
her from doing what she has to do.
"Alicia is so stubborn, sometimes I think even God Himself
couldn't change her mind," quips Sister Virginia
McMonagle, RSCJ, assistant to the president at USD.
Sister McMonagle should know. %en Sister Sarre was
first contacted about being interviewed for this story, she
respectfully but steadfastly declined, saying, "Why do you
want to write about me?" Sister McMonagle intervened by
contacting their provincial, Sister Rosemary Bearss, RSCJ,
who asked Sister Sarre to do the story. She reluctantly
agreed, but still didn't understand all the fuss: Her tenacity
is heavily laced with a genuine humility.
"Alicia has always been very humble and quiet, but also
very present," notes Sister Irene Cullen '69, RSCJ, a
longtime friend and former student.
Sister Furay concurs. "Alicia is humble in the right sense.
She knows what she's good at, and she attributes her
talents to God. Real humility is using God's gifts."
And using them to their fullest. Sister Sarre is happy with
the accomplishments of her life, but has no intention of
slowing down .
"%en I go, I'll probably go on my feet," she says with a
smile. The thought does not frighten her. "I know I'll be
with Jesus and Our Lady, and I'll be able to see my
parents, my brothers and sisters-people I haven't seen in a
long time."
In the meantime, she'll continue to work toward seeing her
own wish for the world come true.
"There is so much sickness in this world, so much corruption . If we could all just remember, 'Thy kingdom come,
Thy will be done.' It's that simple.''
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1957
Darby Kramer has moved to
Tucson, Ariz., where he hopes to
set a record time in making sun tea.

1961
Linda (Gary) Thibodeau
works in Coronado, w her e she
teaches English as a Second Language and is a familiar sight to
patients in Dr. Heath's Coronado
eye practice.

1963
Judge Victor E. Bianchini (J.D .) was
honored on Dec. 5 by the San Diego
Trial Lawyers Association for his
contributions to the legal
community in the field of education and for his military service
during Desert Shield/Desert Storm.
The association bestowed its prestigious "President's Award" to Judge
Bianchini.
Judge Bianchini has served on the
Municipal Court bench since
August 1982. He earlier served as a
U.S. Magistrate for the Southern
District of California. He recently
retired from the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve as a co lone l after more than
31 years of service, incl udin g service in Vietnam.

1966
Noel (Gary) Murphy is ac ti ve in her
church choir and her children's
activities in Danville, Calif.

1969
Jules Fleuret (J.D. '73) of
Victorville, Calif., was appointed to
the San Bernardino County
Superior Court by California Gov.
Pete Wilson on Jan. 21. He will be
o_ne_of four Superior Court judges
s1tt111 g 111 Victorville. His wife, Ann
(Huber) Fleuret, works as a speech

- - - - - - - -®

therapist for the Hesperia School
District. The Fleurets have lived in
the High Desert for more than six
years. They have two children
Matt, 20, and Elizabeth ' 17 .
'
Jim Flynn is a co lonel in the U.S
Marine Corps. He is serving as the
commanding officer of the Marine
Barracks in Washington, D.C.
David Pollick is acting president of the State University of New
York Coll ege at Cortland. He will
serve as president for several
months while President James
Clark is on a study leave in Russia.

1971
Anna-Marie Glowak (M.A. '75) has
been named chairperson of the La
Jolla Town Council Beautification
Comm ittee. She is also trustee of
the council and on April 19 will
sponsor the Seventh Annual Easter
Hat Parade in La Jolla.

1972
FR. Thomas G. Simons became
executive director of the National
Federation of Priests' Councds last
July. Based in Chicago, the NFPC
is a national forum in which priests
can discuss pastoral concerns and
priests co un ci ls can speak with a
common voice. It also promotes
and collaborates on programs of
p~storal research and development
with other national lay and religious groups and joins with the
National Conference of Catholic
Bishops in addressing the needs of
the church in the United States.
Fr. Simons, a priest of the Diocese
of Grand Rapids, Mich., previously
served as director of the Diocesan
Office for Worship and pastor of
Holy Redeemer Parish in suburban
Jenison, Mich.

1973
Marilyn (Gary) Drbann is on inactive
duty with the Navy Reserves. She
lives with her family in South
Africa, where her husband is on the
embassy staff as the U.S. Naval
attache.

1976
Michael Liuzzi and his wife
Denise, welcomed Rachel '
Alexandra to their family Nov. 2.

1977
Ambassador Joe Ghougassian (M.A
'77, J.D. 'BO) has been elected
chairman of the board of Arabian
Gulf Consu ltants, an international
business venture assisting American
and foreign corporations seeking to
do bus111ess 111 the Persian Gulf.
Early in 1991, Cali fornia Gov. Pete
Wilson appointed Ghougassian to
the Department of Commerce
Advisory Council on Economic
Development.
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John J. Bowman '60 (M.Ed. '72) can
make claims man y would envy. He
doesn 't regret a day ever spent at his job.
He never leaves work angry. And he has been a positive influence on the
lives of countless young people, instilling in them a love of learning and the
ability to think for themselves.

HEAD OF THE CLASS

In December, the Ramona High School English teacher became the 1991
recipient of the Bishop Charles F. Buddy Award, presented annually to a
USO graduate who has made a significant contribution to his or her
profession. Bowman's 32-year teaching career began in 1960 at St.
Augustine High School. He joined the Ramona High School faculty in
1976.
A high school dropout with a lukewarm desire for education, Bowman was
prodded by a friend to enroll in junior college. There, he says, he discovered
that he enjoyed learning.
That enjoyment intensified in 1956 when he came to USO and met the
people he credits, along with his wife, Marian, with providing the impetus
for his teaching success. Dean Irving Parker admitted him into the
College for Men and instilled in him a love for education. Father Leo
Lanphier introduced him to the joys of acting and the stage. English
Professor Robert Walsh brought Shakespeare to life. And Journalism
Professor John Bremner imparted the power of the written word.
A self-described "frustrated actor," Bowman's stage is his classroom and
his role that of motivator. "Teaching is acting, in a sense," he says. "Any
fool can stand up and lecture on Pride and Prejudice, but it takes a real
actor to be able to convince a roomful of students that Jane Austen is the
most important thing in their lives that day."
And he does it. He feigns tempers, he intimidates, he storms and cajoles.
He is always on the lookout for the laid-back, mediocre student who needs
Bowman to be the firm, adrenaline-pumping catalyst that Bremner was
for him.
"Much of what he teaches goes beyond the textbooks," says Carl
Schachter, a former student of Bowman's. "He taught values like
preparedness, perseverance, accountability and proper manners. He always
goes the extra mile - his influence has not only added dimension to my
life, but years as well."
Other students agree. By high school graduation, many consider him
friend and confidant as well as teacher. They find refuge in his home when
they need one. They remember him on Father's Day. And many have gone
on to become teachers themselves, a fact of which Bowman is both proud
and grateful.
"Thanks to my 32 extremely satisfying years of teaching, I know it's my
students who boosted me along and helped me to be worthy of the Bishop
Buddy Award," he says. "I feel truly blessed and spiritually fulfilled."

Dani el Gatto and Charles Pope 'BO
have for med t he CP A firm of Ga tto
& P o pe Ce rtifi ed Pub lic acco un tant s in San Di ego' s Mi ss io n Vall ey.
D a n sp ec iali ze s in t ax ati o n a nd
ma na ge me n t advisor y se rv ic es ,
w hi le C ha rli e sp ec ializes in aud it ing
and acco un t in g.

N avy Lt . C mdr. Robert Van
lderstine has b ee n prom ote d to hi s
prese nt ra nk w h ile se rv in g at Nava l
Air Sys te ms Co mm a nd in Was h in gto n, D. C .

1979
Karen Frizzell has rec e ive d a
mas ter 's d eg ree in h ea lth and sa fety
admini strat ion from Orego n St at e
Uni ve rs ity.
Helen Nelson (M.Ed. ) offic iall y is
retired fr o m the C ajo n Va ll ey
Uni o n Sc hoo l Di st r ic t. A s th e
grand mo th er o f 1-1 / 2- year-o ld
id e nti ca l t w in boys, howeve r, s he
w rites, " R e tire me nt- HA! "

19&0
James Bonk has jo in ed E ise nb erg &
H ey man , a San Di ego C P A firm , as
d ir ec to r o f acco untin g serv ices. Fo r
th e p as t 10 years, h e was assoc iat ed
w ith t he Sa n Di ego o ff ice o f P r ice
W ater ho use, mos t rece ntl y as se ni o r
manage r. He is also a n exec uti ve
b oa rd memb e r a nd treas u rer o f Th e
C rim e Victims F und , a no n-p ro f it
o r ga ni za ti o n that pr ov id es em erge nc y ass istance t o San Di ego
Co unt y crim e victim s .

19&1
Greg and Sharon (O'Hare )
Clark we lc o med t h eir second c hil d,
M o nica Ir e ne, to th eir fa mi ly o n
N ov . 5.
Scott Lipton ma rr ied Di a ne
M ye rs las t A ug. 25 . Sco tt is ea rnin g
h is P h .D . from the Un ive rsit y o f
Co lo rad o at Bo u ld er and wo rk s as
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the associate director of INVST, a
program that he lps students discover peace and social justice issues
through local and international
community act1v1t1es.
Bill and Jeannie (Hebner)
Sh e ehy celebrated the birth of their
first child, Allyson Farrell, on Sept.
11.
Beth Slater married Kirk
Brisbin Sept. 21 in Founders
Chapel. The wedding party included Tambra Emery-Young, Cathy
Hughes- Hawley and Patti
Schreiner-Jakob . Alums in attendance included Valerie McComasPallrey. After a honeymoon trip to
Hawaii and Australia, the newlyweds moved from San Diego to
Dallas, Texas.

19&2
Terry Blanchard is assistant
vice president of Merrill Lynch and
the resident manager of t he new
Merrill Lynch office in San Juan
Capistrano.
John & Anne (Mas tro ) Dooley
celebrated the birth of their second
child, Bridget Maureen, this past
December.
Karen Suzanne Koch has
moved back to the San Diego area.
She is teaching junior high for the
Diocese of San Diego in the South
Bay. She is also an active alumna of
A lpha Delta Pi.
Veroni ca Platt Longstreth and her
husband, Robert, welcomed their
first child, Daniel Herrera,on
Nov. 4.

19&3
J eanne (Fuller) Bonk was
named chief financia l officer of the
San Diego Chargers last June.
Before that, she was senior
manager-accounting and auditing
services for the San Diego office of

Price Waterhouse, an internationa l
CPA firm. She also recently joined
the board of directors of the San
Diego Humane Society.
John Cappetta married Nancy
Jo Kupiec in Pittsburgh last May .
They h oneymooned in Queensland,
Australia, and the Fiji Islands. They
live in New York City, where John
is a vice presiden t for Credit Su isse
Financial Prod ucts.
Helen (Martinsen) Deluze and
her husband, Nathan, own and
operate Island Wide Masonry in
Kailua, Hawaii. Their second son,
Cameron Kamakini, joined brother
Bronson Nalei, 2-1/2, on Aug. 19.
Cara (Chislett e) Hartnett and her
husband, David, ce lebrated the birth
of their so n , Christian Michae l, on
Aug. 16.
Bonnie S. Kieta married Kurt
Cornell in La Jolla Aug. 24. They
live in Laguna Niguel, Calif., where
Bonnie is a reg istered administrative
assistant with Merri ll Lynch.
Joe Laub and Helen (Vigil)
Laub '84 live in Lake Tahoe, w h ere
Joe practices law with his father.
Their first baby, Adam Pau l, was
born July 27.
Eamonn Mcliloin married
Ca n dace Ca n t u Aug . 31 in
Founders Chapel. The coup le, who
live in Redlands, ho n eymooned in
Ire land, Paris and New York.
Eamonn is a loan representative
with Redlands Federal Bank, and
Candace is a sales representative for
Victory Cheerleading. The wedding
party included Tim Roche , Todd
Cummings an d Danny Dominguez.
Kathy (Raskob ) Vanloan her
husband, Glenn, and 2-year-old
son, Timothy, have moved from
Tucson, Ariz., to Fort Collins, Co.

G lenn works for Hew lett Packard,
and Kathy is program director and
teacher for an after-school foreign
language program in the elementary
schools.
Joe and Cyndi (Bartel '85 )
Villalobos expect the ir second child
this Apri l. Their first child, Nico le,
turned 1 in December. Cyndi
teaches evening math classes at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
Joe is a dentist in the U.S. Air Force
stationed at Nellis AFB in Las
Vegas.

19&4
Tom Drekonja graduated from
medical school in Vienna, Austr ia.
He married Dr. Rotraud
Scheiderbauer in the summer of
1990, and the co u p ie welcomed
their first child, A lexander
Maximi lian Rudolf, to their family
on March 8, 1991. Tom and
Rotraud live in Salzburg, Austria.
Steve "Swooper" liauvin has
joined the New York Life
Companies in San Diego and will be
specializing in financia l services.
Steve has been selling computer
components in the local electronics
ind ustry for the past eight years.
Heather Harmon Schafer
and her husband, Bryan, announce
t h e birth of a son, Casey Robert, in
January.

Self-emp loyed in outs ide sales,
Mary Sue Storm-Rees is representing America's Cup apparel and
jewelry in Southern Ca lifornia. She
and her fami ly live in San Diego.
John V. Vitali and his wife, Zaina,
are living in Hawthorne, Calif.,
where he works for Southern
California Edison. John writes that
he and Zaina met and married in
Hawaii when he was in the Air
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Force and she was a student from
Tahiti attend in g Brigham Young
University -Hawa ii. The y ha ve two
sons; the oldest, W ayne, was born
Jul y 30, 1990, and th e yo ungest,
Lanc e, was born last Oct. 13 .
Jim Zakowicz has earned his
M.B.A. from Cal Pol y- Pomon a. He
left th e Bushnell Divi sion of Bausch
& Lomb to join his w ife's company,
Kenned y Indi an Arts. Georgiana
and J im who lesale Native American
Art from the Rio Grande Pueblos
to accounts nationwide .

19&5
Grant and Karroll Bauer
have returned from a fo u r-month
trip aro und the world and are now
li vin g in Alb uqu erque, N.M. Grant
works as a private in vestigator, and
Karro !! dances with the New
Mexico Bal let Co. and te ac hes
dance.
Margy Boyer married John
Hill in La J o lla on Nov. 23, 1991.
Denise Dorricott was the maid of
honor. Alums in attendance
includ ed Caren Wimer, Kerry
Higgins, Denise Miller and Gary
Holley '84 .
Katie (O'Rourke ) and Greg
Delano '86 welcomed Joseph, chi ld
number- two, on Oct. 28.
Marie (Todora) a nd George
Denue en joyed the birth of their
secon d son, Michael Ton y, on
March 30, 1991. Their first son,
J osep h George, is 3-1/2 .
Rick and Mary (Timmins)
Harrison ce lebrat ed th e birth of
th eir first child, Rya n Michael, on
Nov . 1. The family lives in Denver.

Mark and Julie (Barbaro '86)
LaBar baptize d their 3-month-old
son, C hri stian Mark, on Oct. 26.
The godparents are Steve 'BB and
Kim Barbaro.Ju lie and Mark
re located from Seattl e, w here their
daughter Che lsea Elizabeth was
born. Mark is the sa les manager at
P eps i W es t, an d Ju lie is A VP loan
operations at Mits ubi shi Trust &
Banking Corp. in Los Angeles .
Kelli A. McCormack is li v in g
in Honolulu, Hawaii, where she
works indepen d ently as a writer.
She invites old pals from USD to
drop her a Ii ne.
Judy Laub marri ed John
McParlane in Fo und ers C h ape l last
March. Al u ms in the wedding party
included Susan (Laub 'Bl ) Reid,
Jennifer Laub 'BB, Lyn Fenwick '86
a nd Marcy Ruch . Jud y is a six th grad e teac her in th e San Diego
Diocese, and John is a broker at
F irst Wa ll Street Corp . in La J oll a.
Carol (Schumacher) Sheaks
and her h usba nd, Roger , ce lebrated
th e birth of their second c hild,
Kerri Ann, on Jun e 17 . Their old est
chi ld , Brya n, is 2. They li ve in San
Clemente, Ca li f.

19BG
Carmela M. Carr r ecently
moved to Co lumbi a, S.C., whe r e
sh e heads up the student activities
office at the University of South
Carolina.
Whitley Collins and Laurel
Brochtrup 'BB were married on Dec.
14 in Beverly Hills. USD alum s in
the wedding party included J ack
and Katherine Farrand Anastasia,
Tony Samaniego, Nancy Near 'BB ,
a nd Michelle Nokes '89 . A lums in

attendance in clu d ed Charlie Adbi,
Marco Alessio, Robert and Celeste
Blodgett, Stuart Clarke, Mike
Licosati, Dan Lynch, Robert
McLaughlin, Jim McNamee, John
Slaught, Michelle Tiffany, Liz
Calfee an d Patty (Howard) La Bar .
Whitley and Laurel live in L.A.'s
Westside .
Nicola (Bernard) a nd Don James 'BB
celebrated th e arrival of their
daughter, Olivia Amanda, in March
1991.
Andrea (Basso) and Rob ert J asper
we lcomed their fi rst daughter,
Gabrielle C hristin e, to their famil y
last May 24. Andrea is earn in g a
master's degree in edu cation . Rob is
th e p resident of the Jasper
Companies.
Jennifer Payton is a CPA working
for R ancon Rea l Estate in
Temecula. She is manager of
f inancial reportin g.
Raymond Pigeon and Lisa
(Anderson) Pigeon write from
Pittsburgh, w h ere t h ey find
themselves missing the sunn y
weather a nd t h eir friends in
Southern Ca liforni a. After comp leting a four-and-one- half- yea r tour
w ith the Navy, Raymond is attend in g th e University of Pittsburgh
Medica l Schoo l. Lisa is teaching
second grade at a private academy .
Their son, Dylan, is now 4-1/2
years o ld.

HONORING A COMMITMENT TD USO

-r

here i.1 llO Juch thillg a,; a1Zo1zymihJ for Si.1ter Helen Lorch '58 (i11A. '68)
RSCJ, on USD'.1 campu.1. A.1 .1he walk.; down Marian Way, .1he u greeted btJ
choru.1e.1 of "Hi, Suter!" from .;tudenl:.J, faculhJ member.; and employee.;.
Indeed, her home in Camino Hall echoe.1 the Love ofgeneration.; of .1tudent.1. Her wall.;
are covered with photo.; and memorabilia givell to her btJ .;tudenl:.J during her 37-year
tenure a.1 a USD profe.1.1O1; ruidence directo,; alumna, campu.,1 minute,; Eucharutic
minuter and avid Torero ba,;ketball .1upporter.
Patricia Todora married Byron
Grove on March 9, 1991, in San
Pedro, Calif. Tricia is a contracts
administrator for an air conditioning contractor, and Byron owns
a flower shop.

19&7
Michele Chia married
Joseph DeSantis on Nov. 16 in
Orange, Calif. Her maid of honor
was Jeannie DeSantis '87, and
bridesmaids included Heidi Miller,
Pam (Warnock) Lineback & Maria
Terndrup . Groomsmen included
Christopher DeSantis '85.
Debi Davis married Josh Ungerman
on Dec . 1 at the Mauna Lani Hotel
in H awa ii. She graduated from
Southern Methodist University's
School of Law in Dallas , Texas, an d
now works for Judge Murnaghan
on th e U.S. Court of App ea ls for
the 4th Circuit.
Dwight Edwards (MBA) was
transferred to the San Diego office
of Corporate Investm ent Services
by Security Pacific Bank an d
promoted to senior trust officer and
office manager.
Debbie Gonzalez recently has
returned from an assignment w ith
the Kellogg Co. at the company's
Latin American headquarters in
Queretaro, Mexico. She began
working at the worldwide head-

Si.1ter Lorch'.; U./lerring conunitnzent to USD and it.J .1tudent.1 1va,; recognized at the
Nov. 3 Homecoming Ma,;.; in Fou1Zder.1 Chapel, when USD Pre.1ident Author E.
Hughe.1 preJented her with the fir.;t Mother Ro.1alie Hill Award.
The award wa,; inaugurated in 1991 to honor il!fother Ro.1alie Clifton Hill, RSC J,
the fou1Zding pruident of Olle of USD'.1 predece.1.1or college.; - the San Diego College
for Women. Thu award pay.; tribute to all alumna or al.tunnUJ who per.1onifie.1 the
.;pirit and philo.1ophy of USD, exhibiting extraordinanJ commitment and Jervice to
the wziver.;ihJ.
John Trifiletti '78, director of alumni relation.;, .1ay.1 that in looking for the iJllother
Hill award wi,uze,; the alumni board w anted .;onzeone who, Like Mother Hill
"e.'\:emplified, in all a,;pecl:.J of Life, an integration of hu.mall value.; Juch a,; peace,
1iutice and freedom, and the .1piritual value.; offaith, hope and Love. "
Si.1ter Lorch .1ay.1 .1he never e.'l:pected to win the award. '7 wa,; very honored, e.;pecially
becau.;e I actually kllew the Rev. Mother Hill per.101zally a.; a .;uter in the Jame
order.,,

She al.Jo u,a,; 11w11ed when the a,uwwzcement of her name drew thwzderou.J applau.Je in
the packed chapel. '7 wa.; completely .1urpri.1ed, ".;he .1ay.1, "which i.1 .1urpri.1ing,
becatue I alway.; know what u going on. I'm !lot ea.;i[y fooled. "
lVhat'.; e1>en 11wre incredible about Suter Lorch, Jay.; Trifiletti, u that her nearly
four-decade USD career u actually her .1eco1Zd. An Iowa native, Helen Lorch came to
California in 1939 with her hu.1band, Al, a .;urgeon. From 1939 to 1954, .1he rai.1ed
two childrell and .;erved lW foundillg pre.1ident of the /11ert:1J Ho.1pital Auxiliary and
pre.1ide1Zt of the San Diego lf/omen'.; i11edica!Auxiliary.
In 1954, .1he decided to complete the bachelor'.; degree .1he had begun year.; earlier at
the Univer.;ity of Iowa. She attended USD, e1y'oying the .111zall campu.1 and admiring
the well-educated, intelligent Sacred Heart ,uuu .1he felt were ejfecti11e role 11wde!.1 aJ
profe.1.1ional women.
"Their im11zen.1e dedicatioll to education greatly appealed to me," .1he .1ay.1. Upon her
graduation in 1958, .1hejoined the USD hi.1toryfaculhJ.
After her h1uband died in 1962, .;he decided to join the Religiou.; of the Sacred Heart.
'7t wa,; the way I felt I could get the 11w.1t done for the Lord and recei11e Hu help and
grace.1, ".;he e.'l:pl.tzi,u. "They had the Jame UJ1>e for education, and I wa,; in alignment
with their .1e1ue of commitnzent.
'T11e never had the duire or incentive to be anywhere but USD, "Suter Lorch .1ay.1.
'Tve 1zever fou/ld any rea,;O11 to criticize USD, and I believe in it.J philo.1ophy and
ideal.J. I have a great deal of re.1pect for it.; leader.;. It'.; been wonde,fid to watch the
wziver.;ity grow."
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quart ers in th e mar ketin g d ep art ment as a pro du ct associat e in
J anu ary after co mpl etin g h er
mas ter 's in intern ati o nal manage ment at Thund erbird Am eri can
Gradu at e Schoo l.
Jue Granja is th e trainin g coordinator for Mic roage o f San Di ego.
Tod Hakes h as opened a tra ve l
age n cy, Performa nce Tr ave l, in San
Die go' s Pacifi c B eac h.
Eric D. Houser (J .D .) and Sylvia
Padilla w ere marri ed Jul y 27. Th e
w eddin g p art y includ ed Lori
(DeAngelis) Feeney 'BB. E ric is an
attorne y w ith Al varado, Rus and
Wor chester in Orang e. Sy lvia is a
so cial worker for Oran ge C o unt y.

CLASS

Rebecca (Nicoll) Lafreniere an d h er
hu sband, Mike, a nn o un ce th e Jun e
10 birth of t heir f irs t child ,
C hri stin a M ar y. T he L afre n ie re
fa mil y lives in E l Cajo n, Ca lif.
Lisa Lammens has ea rn ed h er rea l
est at e b ro k er' s li ce nse an d is a n
account represe ntati ve for PacTe l
C ellul ar in Sa n Di ego .
Greg Leiter co mpl eted USD 's MBA
pro g ra m las t Jul y . H e wo rk s fo r
M ari o n M err ell D ow ph a rm ace uti cal s in San F ran ci sco .
Tressa (Napoleon) Patrias a nd her
hu s band , J eff, ce lebrated th e birth
o f Britt an y Ann o n Jul y 15. Th ey
li ve in Minn eap o li s, Minn.

USN Lt. Todd Pollard was recen tl y
sele c ted " In stru cto r of th e Yea r "

ASSOCIATE

w ith Tra inin g Squ ad ro n-23, NA S,
K in gsv ill e, T exas . H e was ch ose n
from a mo ng a ll th e in st r uctors
ass ig ned co t he co mm a nd and was
cit ed fo r o u ts t andin g p e rfo rm ance
of du t y , pro f ic iency, leaders hip ,
initi ati ve a nd milita r y bear in g.
SHARON STEGMULLER has
transfe r re d t o t he L os A n ge les
o ffice of Ae tn a H ea lth Pl an s . Sh e
has bee n w ith Ae tna fo r mo r e th an
fo ur years and is a n e mpl oyee
be ne fit s repr ese n ta ti ve .

19&&
Kathy Allen mar ri ed Michael Ferry
las t M ay 4. Th e co upl e li ves in
D an a P o in t, Ca lif., w h ere Ka th y is a
sa les re pr esen tati ve fo r th e
Do nn ell ey Direc tor y and Mi cha el is
th e p res id e n t o f Wilte l In c. K ath y's

PROGRAM

LAUNCHED

This year's Alumni summit, held April 11 at USD , marked the beginning of a new program created fo r Uni vers ity of San Diego
alumni. The Alumni Class Associate Program is being coordinated by the alumni relatio ns offi ce w ith vital in put from the Annual
Fund committee and the alumni board. The Alumni Class Associate P rogram w ill serve as a fou ndation fo r a class network run by
class chairs, class associates and class correspo ndents . T o increase alumni in vo lvement w ith U SD , class chairs wi ll coordinate th eir
class gift p rograms as w ell as the their reunion year celebrations. In larger classes, th e class associates w ill assist in contactin g
members . Class correspondents, who will be responsible largely fo r ge neratin g class no tes fo r USD Magazine, w ill serve as th e
valuable link between the uni ve rsity and the class. These efforts are d esigned to strength en th e bo nd betwee n alumni and USD . USD
alumni w ho have agreed to serve as chairpersons for their class are:
1953: THERESE TRUITT WHITCOMB,
hon01·a1-y chair
1954: KATITE MURTHA
1956: MARY ANN DALY KENNEDY &
JAMES V. FREED, honorary chair
1957: CAROL (FARRELL) COUTURE
1959: GEORGE PALMA , ANGEL
KLEINBUB
1960: JOHN BOWMAN
1961: MARY FIORINO ORRADRE
&BOB HUGHES
1962: NED WILSON
1963: FRAN (OLDAK) DOLAN
& HANK ACQUARELLI
1964: TONYMOURNIAN &
MARYFIPP
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1967:
1968:
1969:
1970:
1971:
1972:
1973:
1976:
1977:
1978:
1980:
1981:
1982:
1983:
1984:

PAUL TUOMAINEN
WALT JOHNSTON
BILL DA VILA
ROSEMARY (MASTERSON)
JOHNSTON
STEPHEN W. CHAMBERS
SANDEE WALTON SCHONS
PAMELA STEFFY CHAMBERS
MICHAEL LIUZZI
DONALD J. ALTOMONTE
STEVE PLOURD
CLARE WHITE
KATHY KEARNEY
RICK HOWARD
MATT DELINE
TIM HUCKABY

1985:
1986:
1987:
1988:
1989:
1990:
1991:
1992:

MARY (LEINGANG) FOX
ED ALO E
RICH YOUSKO
JACKI (CEPE) LAKE
SAM ATTISHA
ESTELA LOPEZ
THERESA SPENCER
GREG WEAVER

The process of recruiting class
correspond ents currently is und er way.

bridesmaids included Mary Allen
'90, Amy McDevitt and Amy Butz.
Jan Blacker is on board USS
Abraham Lincoln, the Navy's
newest nuclear carrier. The carrier
was involved in Operation Fiery
Vigil after the eruption of Mount
Pinatubo in the Phi lippines. The
ship's crew evacuated 4,500
"peop le, cats and dogs" from Subic
Bay.
Marine 1st Lt. Jacques C. Naviaux
recently deployed with 13th Marine
Expeditionary Unit, Camp
Pendleton, Calif., for six months in
the Wes tern Pacific . More than
2,100 Marines comprise the unit,
which also includes the ground
combat element of 1st Battalion, 1st
Marines, who took part in the
liberation of Kuwait.
Steve and Beth (Heider) Scannell
are enjoying their new baby, Trevor
Patrick, who made his debut Aug.
6. Steve works for the Koll Co., and
Beth is on a leave of absence from
the Murrieta Schoo l District.
Daniel Webb is a district manager
with Clairol, overseeing six salespeople in Los Angeles, Riverside,
San Bernardino, Orange and San
Diego counties. He is responsible
for the hiring, training and
development of salespeople and
merchandisers, as well as managing
distribution, merchandising, pricing
& promotion objectives, primarily
in the drug and mass categories of
trade.

Elizabeth Bradley married Michael
Mit chell 'BB Sept. 14 at the
Immaculata. The ceremony was
celebrated by Rev . Aux. Bishop
Gilbert Chavez. The reception was
held at the La Jo ll a Beach & Tennis
C lub. Elizabeth is in her first year
at California Wes tern School of
L aw, and Mike is a sales representative for Hallmark Electronics-San
Diego branch . USD alums in the
wedding party included: David
Thornsberry, Ken Whalen 'BB ,
James Silber 'BB, Brendan Hogarty
'BB and Rick Eberhart 'BB . A lums
in attendance included Marie Giblin,
Chrislyn Millay '90, Matt Brown
'BB, Kevin Flynn 'BB, Christian
Planansky '90, Dave Paquin 'BB,
Steve Plache 'BB, Joann Cushman
'BB, Neil Martin 'BB, Mike Chaves
'89, Jell Silver 'BB, Dave and Kelly
Liautaud, Gustavo Velez 'BB, Joe
Waimrin 'BB , Pete Johnson 'BB,
Brandon Stokes 'BB, Pat Barber 'BB ,
Chris Eberhart 'BB, Chris Cherry
'BB, Bob Fi orentino 'BB, Sean
0'Keele '90 and Charlie Binette 'BB .
Alums Jodi Grendahl, Chrissy
Locke- Paddon '90 and Scott Heidle r
'90 live and work in Washington,
D.C . Jodi works for Sen.
Murhowski (R-ARK) and p lans to

go to graduate school this fall.
Chrissy works for the U .S.
Department of Commerce as an
economist, and Scott works at
CNN.
David and Lori (Soliz) DelPadre
announce the birth of their first
child, Lisa Rose, on Jan . 1. Th e
family lives in Virginia Beach, Va.
Jennifer Stauch is the advertising
coordinator for Evans Hotels,
owners of the Bahia & Catamaran
Hotels of San Diego and the
Newport Dunes Hotel in Newport
Beach.
Mary Stollenwerk m anages the
Jes sop Jewelry Store at North
County Fair in Escondido.
Heidi Thomas married Shahin
Ashraf on Aug. 10 . USD alums
attending included Megan
Nydegger,Lesley Walsh '91 , Sue
Ventimiglia, and Mo Tassoudji '90 .
Damon J . Werner was hired by the
Los Angeles County Assessor's
Office as a real estate property
appraiser in Fall 1991. He will
receive instruction during the yearlong training period from Laurie E.
(Hawkins) Broadwell '75 .

1990
Jeffery Carpenter and Kristin
BergHage were married Aug . 10 in
Founders Chapel. Fr. Mike McKay
performed the ceremony.
Katie Cossarek teaches English at
Oakcrest Junior High School in
Encinitas.
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Mary Bednarz is in her third season
with the Minnesota Vikings football
team in the public relations
department. She coordinates
player/family involvement in
community events .

Mike Hollon will receive his master's
degree in international relations
from the University of Southern
California in May 1992. In July, he
will marry Sharon Alpaugh in
Lakewood, Calif.

Michael & Elizabeth Mitchell

ALUMNI .

Jennifer L. Lefere mo ved to Los

Angeles in June after working for
a year at the La Jolla Ca nce r
Research Foundation and coaching
novice wo men's crew a t USD. She's
now working in international sa les
for Al es is Studio Ele ctronics.
N avy Lt. j.g. William Scheibner,
ordnance officer onboard USS
Gary, has returned from dep loyment to the Wes tern Pacific and
Arabian Gu lf in supp ort of operations D ese rt Storm and Fiery Vigil.
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Nav y Ensi gn Kurt Hildebrandt
recentl y comp le ted the Officer
Indoctrination Schoo l at the Naval
Education and Training Center in
Newport, R.I.

N avy Ens igns Robert E. Poling and
Mery- Angela Sanabria recentl y
co mpl eted the Bas ic Surfac e Warfare Officer's Course at Surface
Warfare Officers School - P acific in
San Diego .

Cecilia Kasperick is spend in g the

next year wit h a Cat holic yo uth
ministry called the National
Evange lization T ea ms (NET). She
wi ll travel wit h o ne of eight teams
to dioceses across t he co untr y to
bring the Christian message to
young people .

Stephen Speer was recentl y pro-

mo ted by Hyatt Hotels of San
Francisco to the position of ass is tant regiona l sales manager. He
writes, " I'm loving th e City by the
Ba y !"
Navy Ens ign Alessandro I.
Stamegna recently deplo ye d aboard
the guided missile frigate USS
Boone, homeported in May port,
Fla., for a six-month deployment to
the Med iterranean.

1991
Yvonne A. Arinduque is emp loyed

by Borland Internati onal of Scotts
Valle y, Ca lif. , as a sys tem s
e ngineer. She was previousl y a software en gineer at SSL in P alo A lto.
Nav y Ensign Rosanne Y. Conway
recently reported for duty wit h
Trainin g Squadron Two, NAS
Whiting Field, Milton, Fla.
Jonathan Edwards has completed

the executi ve training progra m for
Bullock's and is now a department
manager in the Westw ood store.
Nav y Ensign Rick Eyman wi ll begin
Navy Flight School this spring
alo ng with Ensign Dan Kauffman.
Th ey liv e in San Diego and are
attached to the HSL-41 o n
Coronado.

SPREAD

THE

WORD

Do you have a new job? A promotion? A new spouse or child? A
great vacation story lo tell? Your classmates want lo hear about ii.
Take a few minutes lo fill out the form below, and send along a
photograph ii you have one.

Send la: USD Magazine, Puhlicalians
Office, University al San Diega, Alcala
Park, San Diega, CA 9211 D.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Class Year: - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ __ Zip:
Phane: - - - - - - Please include the following in USO Magazine. I understand that
information mey be verified by phone.
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uthor Alex Haley's death Feb. 9 during Black
History Month triggered the expected public
tributes about his contributions to American
society, and particularly to African-Americans. And
it triggered a personal remembrance of his appearance durng
my senior year at the University of San Diego 22 years ago
when nobody knew his name.

My husband and I were privileged to hear Haley speak at
USD in February 1970, long before Roots catapulted him
into the public spotlight and earned him a Pulitzer Prize. He
had been scheduled to speak in Camino (now Shiley)
Theatre, but because the audience was so small, we
adjourned to a nearby classroom that comfortably accommodated us. There were as many empty desks as listeners.
We sat mesmerized for three hours. Haley was a consummate storyteller, and captivated us with his own story of
how Roots came to be. At that time, he was in the midst of
research on three continents -North America, Europe and
Africa.
He had pored over ships' logs in Great Britain, combing
the lists of African slaves in search of his own ancestors. He
visited African villages and talked with descendants of his
forefather Kunta Kinte. And he spent months aboard ships
crossing the Atlantic, not in a luxury cabin, but in the hold
where human cargo was once stored until it reached the
shores of the United States, where survivors were sold to the
highest bidder.
He supported his research with a $50,000 advance from
Reader's Digest and his interviews with celebrities published
in Playboy magazine. That night, he reminisced about his
interviews with various celebrities, life in the Coast Guard,
and his own tenuous career as a writer. I recall, most vividly,
his story about interviewing George Lincoln Rockwell, then
head of the American Nazi Party.

BY ROSEMARY JOHNSTON

It was the storytelling of his own grandmother and

great aunt that inspired his 12-year effort to trace his
mother's lineage back six generations to its African origins,
he recalled. Like the stories in scripture, Haley's own
heritage was handed down by word of mouth long before it
was written down, each generation adding its own nuance
and emphasis. It was his task and his gift to weave it
together.
Alex Haley gave all of us who were touched by the book
and television series Roots: The Saga of an American Family,
an understanding of and appreciation for our own stories.
As Malcolm X said in his autobiography, cowritten by
Haley, "We can't know where we're going, if we don't know
where we came from."
Rabbi Abraham Heschel once reflected that "God made
human beings because He so loved stories." Each one of us
has a story to tell, a sacred tale of our own roots. Each of us
has a need and a right to know our roots, to share our roots
and, by listening to the stories of others, to marvel at the
diversity and richness of these stories.
When our stories are ignored, when we feel our stories
are unimportant or inauthentic because they are different
from others' stories, we are diminished, and so are those who
could learn from our own sacred tale.
My favorite scene from Roots occurs shortly after the
birth of Kunta Kinte, when his father holds him up to the
heavens. "Behold," he says, "the Only One who is greater
than you." No doubt baby Kunta was too young to
understand the meaning of this message. But he carried it
with him in his own subconscious, from one continent to
another, from one generation to another. It was a message
that sustained him and enabled him and his family to
survive the perilous journey from Africa to America and
from slavery to freedom .. And it is a message that lies at the
root of being human.
No one of us is greater than another. Each of us and
each of our stories are sacred. This was the great gift that
Haley gave to a handful of people 22 years ago in a small
classroom at USD.

Rosemary Masterson Johnston graduated from the
university in 1970. She was the first woman editor of the Vista
newspaper. She receiveed her master's degree in practical
theology from USD in 1990 and now lives in San Diego with
her husband and fellow alum, Walt Johnston '68, and their four
children.
Opinions expressed in "Viewpoints" are those of the authors.
To have an essay considered for publication, please submit
manuscript to USD Magazine, Office of Publications,
University of San Diego, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110.
Essays may be edited for style or length.
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1-2
University Choir Concert.
Directed by Robert Campbell.
8p.m., Shiley Theatre.
260-4600,ext.4486.
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This calendar lists highlights of
upcoming campus events. For a
complete listing, please call the
Public Relations Office,
619-260-4681.

3

20

USD Orchestra Concert. Directed
by Henry Kolar. 8 p.m., Shiley
Theatre. Fee. 260-4600, ext. 4486.

Institute for Quality and
Productivity Briefing. "Quality
Function Deployment - Is It Just
Another TQM Tool?" David Foxx,
director of quality, Electronic
Solutions. Fee. 260-4644.

6
Institute for Quality and Productivity Briefing. "Automated
Baldrige Planning and
Assessment." Jay Cuetara, quality
manager, IBM Corp. Fee. 260-4644.

23
Baccalaureate Mass. 4 p.m.,
Founders Chapel

Global Decision Making. Beginning
of 12-hour Certificate in International Business class, taught in four
three-hour evening meetings, offered by USD Continuing Education in cooperation with the School
of Business Administration.
Meetings are evenings of May 6, 13,
20 and 27. Fee. 260-4644.

Law School Commencement. 10:30
a.m., Torero Stadium.

7

USD Mini Management Series.
"Enhancing Your Persuasive
Power." Nationally recognized
communications I image expert
Gloria Boileau. 6-9 p.m. ,
Manchester Executive Conference
Center. Fee. 260-4644.

Concert. French Vocal Music.
Soloists from the studio of Ellen
Johnson. 7 p.m., French Parlor.
260-4600,ext.4486.

12
Musical Theater/Opera Workshop. Directed by Jack Lasher.
Scenes from Broadway and opera.
260-4600,ext.4486.

®

Universily of 0an Diq;o
Publications Office
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA.
92110
ADDRESS CORRECTION REOUESTED

24
Graduate Commencement. 10:30
a.m., Torero Stadium
Undergraduate Commencement
2:30 p.m., Torero Stadium.
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Import/Export Strategies
Beginning of 12-hour Certificate
in International Business class,
taught in four three-hour evening
meetings, offered by USD
Continuing Education in cooperation with the School of Business
Administration. Meetings are
evenings of June3, 10, 17, and 24.
Fee. 260-4644.

17
Institute for Quality and Productivity Briefing. "The Bottom
Line is Employee Involvement Suggestion Systems in Action."
Allan Sjoholm, awards coordinator, and Barbara Collier, senior
staff development specialist, San
Diego County. Fee. 260-4644.

18
USD Mini Management Series.
"Understanding Strategic
Planning for Managers and
Subordinates." Strategic Planning
expert Tom Morris, USD School
of Business. 6-9 p.m., Manchester
Executive Conference Center.
Fee. 260-4644.

26
Sports Banquet. 6 p.m., Hahn
University Center.
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